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1. INTRODUCTION 

The Town of Cambridge's Strategic Community Plan 2017-2027 and Corporate Business Plan identified a 
number of actions under the 'Our Natural Environment' priority area that encompass an environmentally 
sustainable focus.  

In early 2018, the Town sought to develop a Sustainability Strategy to bring these actions, and others not 
stated in the above plans, under one strategic document. Furthermore, it was deemed that a 
Sustainability Strategy would provide the Town clear future environmental objectives, actions and 
priorities. 

It was also important to gain feedback from the community on key sustainability successes, concerns and 
opportunities in the Town of Cambridge and use this feedback to inform the development of the 
Sustainability Strategy.  

To meet the requirements above, the Town of Cambridge contracted environmental consultancy Emerge 
Associates and community engagement consultancy Creating Communities to deliver the project.  

In collaboration with the Town of Cambridge and Emerge Associates, Creating Communities led the 
design and delivery of the preliminary engagement phase of the project. 

This report provides a summary of key findings from the preliminary engagement phase. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

The preliminary engagement phase sought to gain broad participation by the Town of Cambridge 
community members, Elected Members and staff. To achieve the level of participation desired, a range of 
engagement activities were delivered including: 

• An online and hardcopy survey 
• Three community workshops 
• Three internal workshops with Town of Cambridge Elected Mayors, Executive Leadership Team 

and senior staff 
• Four school workshops 

The following sections provide an overview of the engagement activities delivered. 

2.1 Survey 
The survey was designed to gain input from the community on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in 
relation to sustainability in the Town of Cambridge. 

A total of 127 individuals responded to the survey. 

The survey had two open-ended and ten closed-ended questions and was available to complete online 
and in hardcopy for a six week period. Six of the closed-ended questions were themed around the focus 
areas of: waste, water, biodiversity, carbon, climate and leadership. 
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The survey was promoted via the Town of Cambridge website, Town of Cambridge social media and 
posters at key Town of Cambridge facilities. In addition, the survey was promoted at the community 
workshops. 

2.2 Community workshops 
The community workshops aimed to provide a face-to-face opportunity for community members to 
provide feedback on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in relation to sustainability in the Town of 
Cambridge. 

A series of three community workshops were held at the following dates, times and locations: 

• Workshop 1 was held on Thursday 12 April, 6pm to 7pm at the Leederville Sports Club. 
• Workshop 2 was held on Thursday 19 April, 5.30pm to 6.30pm at the Town of Cambridge Library. 
• Workshop 3 was held on Thursday 3 May, 6pm to 7pm at the State Netball Centre. 

A total of 27 participants attended the workshops. 

Participants provided their feedback through the following activities: 

• Participants were asked to individually define what “sustainability” meant to them, writing brief 
sentence or words on down on a Post-It. 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, 
challenges and opportunities across key areas of sustainability (waste, water, biodiversity, 
carbon, climate and leadership). 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to identify the top five priorities 
to achieve sustainable outcomes in the future. 

2.3 School workshops 
The school workshops aimed to provide a face-to-face opportunity for younger people to provide 
feedback on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in relation to sustainability in the Town of Cambridge. 

A series of four school workshops were held at the following dates, times and locations: 

• A Floreat Park Primary School workshop was held on Friday 8 June, 10.30am to 11.30am and was 
attended by Year Six students 

• A Bold Park Community School workshop was held on Thursday 14 June, 9am to 10am and was 
attended by Year Nine and Year Ten students 

• A West Leederville Primary School workshop was held on Thursday 14 June, 2pm to 3pm and was 
attended by Year Five and Year Six students 

• A Bold Park Community School workshop was held on Thursday 14 June, 9am to 10am and was 
attended by Year Five and Year Six students 

A total of 117 participants attended the school workshops. 

Participants provided their feedback through the following activities: 

• Participants were asked to individually answer a series of closed-ended questions relating to 
sustainability. 
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• Participants were asked to individually identify their favourite spot in the Town of Cambridge and 
how they might make this spot more sustainable. 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, 
challenges and opportunities across a key area of sustainability (waste, water, biodiversity, 
carbon, climate and leadership). 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to identify the top two priorities 
to achieve sustainable outcomes in the future. 

2.4 Internal workshops 
The internal workshops aimed to provide an opportunity for Elected Members and key staff to provide 
feedback on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in relation to sustainability in the Town of Cambridge. 

Three internal workshops were held to gain feedback from Town of Cambridge Elected Members, 
Executive Leadership Team and senior staff respectively.  

A total of 27 participants attended the internal workshops. 

Elected Members were asked to provide their feedback through the following activities: 

• Participants were asked to individually define what “sustainability” meant to them, writing brief 
sentence or words on down on a Post-It. 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, 
challenges and opportunities across key areas of sustainability (waste, water, biodiversity, 
carbon, climate and leadership). 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to identify the top three priorities 
to achieve sustainable outcomes in the future. 

The Executive Leadership Team were asked to provide their feedback through the following activities: 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to discuss the purpose, objectives and desired 
outcomes of the strategy. 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to review the draft aspiration statements for each 
sustainability area (waste, water, biodiversity, carbon, climate and leadership). 

Senior staff were asked to provide their feedback through the following activities: 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to review the draft aspiration statements for each 
sustainability area (water, waste, biodiversity, carbon, climate and leadership). 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, challenges and 
opportunities across key areas of sustainability (water, waste, biodiversity, carbon, climate and 
leadership). 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to discuss the opportunities for ways of working 
together to deliver sustainable outcomes. 

• Participants were asked to individually define potential strategies and associated measures of 
success and partnerships. 
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3. SUMMARY OF WHAT PEOPLE SAID 

The following sections 3.1 and 3.2 encompass a summary of the feedback obtained through all the 
engagement activities. 

However, as the school workshops included two activities not covered elsewhere in the engagement 
program, the feedback obtained from these activities has been summarised separately in section 3.3.  

Detailed findings from all the engagement activities can be found in the appendices. 

3.1 What sustainability means to people 
Participants in the community workshops and survey were asked what sustainability meant to them and 
the following outlines the key themes that emerged: 

• Sustainability is the long term planning for the responsible use of resources and maintains the 
natural environment for the benefit of future generations. 

• Sustainability is about limiting waste and damage to the environment, as well as safe guarding 
the natural environment that currently exists. There was a minor focus on achieving this in an 
economically responsible way, which finds a balance between environmental, economic and 
social needs.  

• Achieving sustainable outcomes is primarily regarded to be the responsibility of the individual. 
However, governing bodies are also perceived to have some responsibility here, including 
improving levels of education and awareness on the value of the natural environment and 
resources. 

The figure below denotes a word cloud that highlights the key themes for what sustainability means to 
people living in the Town of Cambridge. 

FIGURE 1: WHAT SUSTAINABILITY MEANS TO ME 
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3.2 Key strengths, challenges and opportunities 
Participants in the workshops and survey were asked to identify the strengths, challenges, opportunities 
and priorities across the key areas of sustainability (i.e. water; waste; biodiversity; carbon; climate; 
leadership). The following sections outline the key themes that emerged in these areas. 
 

3.2.1 Strengths 
 

The main strengths in the Town were perceived to be the water initiatives, the natural and green spaces 
and the waste / recycling initiatives. Initiatives and practices that the Town of Cambridge has engaged in 
to improve carbon and climate impacts were the least articulated by the community; highlighting the 
opportunity for improved communication and education in these areas.  

The key strengths identified for each sustainability area were as follows: 

Water: The community demonstrated a high level of awareness of many of the Town of Cambridge water 
‘wise’ initiatives including: the mulching program; the preservation of the natural wetland areas; the 
native plant initiatives and new infrastructure.  Senior staff at the Town of Cambridge also perceived 
storm water harvesting; the council’s water wise program; the reduction of water use at Bold Park 
Aquatic centre and improvement of the Town of Cambridge’s reticulation systems as positives.  

Waste: Effective communication of the Town of Cambridge’s waste initiatives and understanding in the 
community about was regarded as a key strength in this area. Overall, the Town of Cambridge was 
perceived to be a strong promoter of ways to reduce and recycle waste and effective in: its management 
of verge collections; the three (3) bin system; use of smaller bins; worm and composting initiatives; and 
electronic waste collection. 

Biodiversity: Natural green spaces and coastal care were perceived as key strengths in the Town of 
Cambridge. Bold Park; Perry lakes and Lake Monger specifically were seen as assets because they enabled 
the Town to retain bushland and provide a quality ‘corridor’ for native wildlife. The street scape was seen 
to have good canopy. The native plant subsidy and “Beyond the Garden” workshops were also deemed to 
be effective. Overall, there appeared to be strong awareness of the importance of biodiversity in the 
community.  

Carbon: The most common strength perceived by the community in relation to carbon focused on the 
LED light replacement initiative by council. The green spaces and established trees in the Town were 
regarded as positive ‘carbon sinks’ and there was some acknowledgement by the community regarding 
the use of solar panels on Town of Cambridge facilities.  Senior staff at the Town of Cambridge also 
highlighted the implementation of their bike-stop repair station and increased number of cycling trails in 
the town as contributing positively to the reduction of carbon use in the Town.  

Climate: The majority of responses from the community in relation climate strengths focused on the 
schemes and initiatives mentioned under other areas of sustainability (e.g. LED lights, solar, waste, green 
spaces etc.).  Staff members at the Town of Cambridge identified the sea wall that had been constructed 
as an important example of climate adaptation measures implemented in the Town. 

Leadership: The Town of Cambridge was generally regarded by the community as making a good effort in 
the area of sustainability and demonstrating leading practice in some areas, especially water and waste. 
The Town of Cambridge was also generally perceived by the community to offer good communication 
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about sustainability initiatives with the public through its Sustainability Team and sustainability 
workshops.  

The figure below denotes a word cloud that highlights the key themes for the sustainability strengths in 
the Town of Cambridge. 
 
FIGURE 2: KEY SUSTAINABILITY STRENGTHS IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 
 

 
 
 
 

3.2.2 Challenges 
 

Providing quality education and communication with the public about sustainability initiatives and 
strategies being delivered by the Town of Cambridge was perceived by both community and internal 
stakeholders as a major challenge. The trend of urban infill, higher traffic density (resident and tourist) 
and the increasing population in the Town were also regarded as key challenges to achieving sustainable 
outcomes. Effective monitoring of the use of resources by citizens, local business and the Town of 
Cambridge was regarded as a key area requiring improvement; as was the need for effective long term 
planning and delivery of sustainability initiatives and strategies.  

The key challenges identified for each sustainability area were as follows: 

Water: One of the main challenges identified was the efficient monitoring of water use in general (i.e. 
private citizens, local businesses and council), especially in relation to bore water, while still maintaining 
the quality of public and private green spaces in the Town. The desire to improve the collection of rain 
water and reuse of water was indicated through suggestions such as the need for more permeable 
surfaces and infiltration opportunities. The need for better communication and education on current 
water programs was also highlighted to improve buy-in and level of participation in water programs. 
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Other challenges outlined included urban sprawl; potential over use of ground water; and the quality of 
water in Lake Monger. 

Waste: The increasing population density of the Town was perceived to be the main challenge for the 
Town of Cambridge’s approach to managing waste in a sustainable way. It was noted by the community 
that as urban density increased in the Town, there would be the potential for more waste to be produced 
from demolition and construction than the Town could cope with. The use of skip bins for verge 
collections was regarded by some as an initiative that may encourage the accumulation of more waste 
rather than minimising it.  It was also suggested that green waste collections had resulted in the 
unnecessary trimming or ‘hacking’ of trees on private properties. Other areas that were highlighted as 
challenges included: increasing the Town’s engagement with national and international waste initiatives 
(e.g. World Clean Up Day); increase use electronic communication and not always exploring best practice 
options for how best to manage waste in the future (e.g. exploring recycling, can/bottle deposit schemes 
etc.). 

Biodiversity: The quality management of the natural spaces (i.e. coast; Lake Monger; Perry Lakes; Bold 
Park etc.) was seen as the primary challenge for the Town of Cambridge. Increasing urban density was 
again seen as an issue that may result in increased parking pressures and the reduction of trees / green 
canopy. Natural areas such as the lakes and coast line were seen to attract visitors, which in turn was 
perceived to result in greater damage to those natural areas as well as pollution from the high amount of 
traffic. Introduced species such as dogs, cats, foxes and various weeds were also seen as a challenge in 
protecting the native flora and fauna. Balancing the expectations of citizens, resources available and what 
is required to maintain biodiversity was also earmarked as an area of concern. Finally, the impacts of were 
climate change were also regarded as a challenge to maintaining natural areas in the Town. 

Carbon: The key challenges for this area included the need to develop a cohesive strategy and policies 
around maintaining a carbon neutral (or negative) environment and more education was needed to 
achieve this. The desire for the Town of Cambridge to be a leader in the area when working towards 
becoming carbon negative was also highlighted. Other challenges included being able to measure the 
benefit of carbon reduction strategies; the promotion of existing carbon reduction initiatives; creating 
more efficiencies in buildings and transport; maintaining tree canopy; air quality and the lack of car 
charge ports. 

Climate: Challenges identified in relation to the climate broadly spanned two key areas - the changes to 
the immediate Town area and climate change impacts more broadly. Locally, population density, tourism 
and urban infill were seen to be challenges in regards to urban heating; maintaining green space; 
retaining verges, green setbacks and green space on private property; ground water depletion; urban 
heating; and a reduction in biodiversity. Wider climate change impacts were seen to create challenges for 
the Town of Cambridge in regards to: beach erosion; tidal surges; loss of wetlands; fire risks; extreme 
weather; reduced rainfall. Furthermore, it was perceived the Town of Cambridge needed to improve in 
areas such as adopting a climate change action plan; delivering education on climate; and focusing on 
carbon neutral projects. 

Leadership: Securing appropriate levels of funding and quality planning for sustainability initiatives and 
programs were seen to be the key challenges for the Town of Cambridge. Specifically, it was noted that 
the Sustainability Strategy being developed needed to articulate a cohesive long term plan with clear 
goals that would attract the right level of support, buy-in and funding to deliver the Strategy.  

The figure below denotes a word cloud that highlights the key themes for the sustainability challenges in 
the Town of Cambridge. 
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FIGURE 3: KEY SUSTAINABILITY CHALLENGES IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 
 
 

3.2.3 Opportunities 
 

One of the key opportunities identified was the need for the Town of Cambridge to continually seek 
examples of best practice and grow an understanding amongst citizens, local businesses and 
organisations on how to work together to achieve sustainable outcomes in the Town. In addition, having 
effective policies and planning on sustainability, with an appropriate budget, was also highlighted. 

The key opportunities identified for each sustainability area were as follows: 

Water: In relation to water re-use, key opportunities included more storm water harvesting (i.e. run-off 
from car parks etc.); careful use of ground water and providing incentives for private citizens, local 
businesses and schools to install rainwater tanks or use grey water. More effective water planning was 
also identified as an opportunity, especially regarding policies for water sensitive urban design (e.g. 
swales, flushed kerbs etc.) and water efficiency in buildings (e.g. water efficient toilets; flow fixtures etc.); 
linking planning with State, Regional and research groups to determine best practice; and ensuring the 
Town is ‘storm ready’. The main opportunities for efficient green spaces included: greater use of native 
plants; plant ‘hydro-zoning’; monitoring of soil moisture and diverting drain water to maintain green 
spaces. 

Waste: Continued education of people from all demographics (i.e. older people, youth, businesses, 
contractors and council etc.) as well as the reduction and recycling of plastics were considered essential 
for reducing waste. Another opportunity for the Town of Cambridge was to introduce initiatives such as: a 
composting/mulching facility; a recycling hub similar to the one in Balcatta; and introducing more red and 
yellow recycling bins in public spaces. Finally, engaging with best practice; effective monitoring of waste 
production; and the implementation of waste reduction policies and strategies across all sectors were 
also perceived to be important.  
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Biodiversity: Education was again perceived as a key opportunity, particularly of less engaged community 
members. Ways to improve conservation of biodiverse areas were also outlined and included: effective 
capital development planning; maintaining wetlands; providing nesting boxes; rehabilitating dune areas; 
adopting stronger policies; providing statutory protections; and increasing funding. Other key 
opportunities identified were: encouraging more tree and native garden planting; the creation of 
sustainable verges; reduction in grassed areas; and promoting chemical free gardens.  

Carbon: Opportunities in relation to carbon focused on two key areas: transport and energy. Increasing 
the efficiency and impact of transport could be done through: the promotion of public transport; the 
extension of cycle paths; the use of electric cars by the council; having electric bike hire locations; and 
expanding ‘park and ride’ locations. Opportunities for energy reduction included: effective town and 
architectural planning; the creation of council and residential carbon targets; more use of solar energy to 
power buildings and street lights; using materials with lower embodied energy and increasing use of 
microgrids. Overall, increased education around carbon reduction and the Town of Cambridge’s support 
of innovation in this area were also seen as important.  

Climate: As highlighted in other sustainability areas, continued education by the Town of Cambridge in 
regards to climate impact and adaption was perceived to be important. Additional opportunities 
identified included: the development of eco-corridors and urban foresting; more research into bush land 
and coastal dunes; and a disaster management program.  

Leadership: Overall, the most important opportunity identified for the Town of Cambridge was to have an 
effective plan, appropriate budget and measurable outcomes for the delivery of sustainable solutions. Key 
ways for the Town of Cambridge to grow public and internal participation in sustainability initiatives and 
programs were also outlined and included: ongoing education and promotion of sustainability in the 
Town; facilitating more volunteers (e.g. coordination of ‘friends’ groups); helping to improve connections 
between community groups; implementing community group annual reporting; collaborating with 
neighbouring councils; establishing an internal biodiversity forum; and maintaining knowledge of best 
practice and data collection from other sustainability initiatives (e.g. Water Sensitive Cities, WA 
sustainable design guidelines etc).  

The figure below denotes a word cloud that highlights the key themes for the sustainability opportunities 
in the Town of Cambridge. 
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FIGURE 4: KEY SUSTAINABILITY OPPORTUNITIES IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 
 
 

3.3 How young people think about sustainability 
3.3.1 Ideas about sustainability 

 

This section provides a summary of data collected from a series of multiple choice questions put forward 
to students from Floreat Park Primary School, West Leederville Primary School and Bold Park Community 
School. 

Students were asked to choose their preferred answer to the following questions:  

1) How do you most commonly reduce your impact on the environment? 
2) Who should do something to achieve a sustainable future in my community? 
3) I am aware of activities and events that I can participate in to create a sustainable future in my 

community.  
4) I feel confident in speaking up about my ideas for how to achieve a sustainable future in my 

community.  
5) I feel like my ideas for how to achieve a sustainable future are being listened to. 
6) I would like to learn more about what the Town of Cambridge and other organisations are doing 

in the area of sustainability. 

The responses highlighted that: 

• Young people most commonly reduce their impact on the environment by protecting natural 
habitats, flora and fauna; and the way they dispose their waste. 

• Young people typically see the citizens; the government; and themselves as being those who hold 
primary responsibility to achieve a sustainable future. 
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• Although young people were typically aware of sustainable events and activities and felt 
confident speaking up on sustainable issues, the majority did not feel as though their ideas on 
how to achieve a sustainable future were being listened to.  

• Young people want to know more about what the Town of Cambridge and other organisations 
are doing in the area of sustainability. 
 

3.3.2 Sustainability in the Town of Cambridge 
 

The section provides a summary of data collected from an activity that requested students to place a pin 
on a map that labelled their favourite location in the Town of Cambridge with a suggestion on what could 
improve the sustainability of this location. There was a total of 126 map pins placed on the map. The 
following outlines the most commonly identified locations (Note: the number in the brackets indicates 
how many pins were placed at that location with the same type of suggestion. If there is no number the 
suggestion was made once).  

The most common areas highlighted as their favourite places were as follows:  

• City Beach / the beach (35) 
o Placing more bins in the area / decrease litter (17) 
o Cleaning up the beach / picking up the rubbish (14) 
o Increase plant life /animal (3) 
o Architecture 

 
• Lake Monger (33) 

o Cleaning up the lake / picking up the rubbish (11) 
o More bins in the area (7) 
o Measuring the health of the lake / taking care of the plants and animals (7) 
o Other (4) 
o More fines or rules about how people use the lake (3) 
o More cycle pathways  

 
• Perry Lakes (21) 

o More bins in the area (10) 
o Cleaning up the area / picking up the rubbish (4) 
o Less cars/buildings (2) 
o More community projects (2) 
o Less cats and dogs 
o More signs about littering 
o More community projects 

 
• At home (12) 

o Use less water and electricity (shorter showers / turn off lights) (6) 
o Pick up rubbish and clean up (3) 
o Compost  
o Smaller bins  
o Other  
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• At school (8) 
o Reduce litter 
o Cut down less trees 
o Don’t drive to school 
o Recycle 
o Use things with less packaging 
o Sustainable lighting 
o Use rainwater 
o Build out of recycled materials 

 
• Wembley / Wembley Golf Course 

o More trees (2) 
o Use more sustainable materials 
o More bins in the area 
o Use less energy 
o Improve sustainability 

 
• Bold Park 

o Bigger park / green space (2) 
o More busses 
o More bins in the area 

 
• Leederville / West Leederville 

o More trees 
o Clean up 
o More recycling 
o More solar panels 
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4. APPENDIX A – SURVEY DETAILED FINDINGS 

The survey was designed to gain input from the community on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in 
relation to sustainability in the Town of Cambridge. A total of 127 individuals responded to the survey. 

The survey had two open-ended and ten closed-ended questions and was available to complete online 
and in hardcopy for a six week period. Six of the closed-ended questions were themed around the 
sustainability areas of: waste, water, biodiversity, carbon, climate and leadership. 

The survey was promoted via the Town of Cambridge website, Town of Cambridge social media and 
posters at key Town of Cambridge facilities. In addition, the survey was promoted at the community 
workshops. 

4.1.1 Summary of respondent demographics 

 

Gender of respondents: 

31% of survey respondents were male and 67% were female.  

 

FIGURE 5: GENDER OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS 
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Age of respondents: 

The largest proportion of survey respondents were between 40-59 years of age (46%).  Only 2% of survey 
respondents were 25 years and under.  

 
FIGURE 6: AGE OF SURVEY RESPONDENTS 

 

 

Level of interest in participating in sustainability-related activities and events:  

76% of survey respondents indicated they were interested in participating in sustainability-related 
activities and events, while 24% were not interested. 

 

FIGURE 7: LEVEL OF INTEREST IN PARTICIPATING IN SUSTAINABILITY-RELATED ACTIVITIES AND EVENTS 
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4.1.2 Question 1: What does the word “sustainability” mean to you? (Open-
ended) 
 

This question was an open-ended question that allowed respondents to state any word or phrase that 
they associated with the term sustainability. The comments provided by the respondents have been 
organised into topics to provide insights into their responses. 

A total of 123 survey respondents answered this question. Some respondents’ comments only referred to 
one topic, while many others related to two or more. In order to give each answer equal weight, topic 
proportions have been calculated based on the number of individual respondents to the question. 

Limiting damage/waste to the environment was the most common topic mentioned in survey 
respondents’ answers to what sustainability means to them. This was then followed by responses that 
focused on the topics of: looking after the environment for future generations; being environmentally 
responsible; and that sustainability is about long term planning.  

FIGURE 8: WHAT DOES SUSTAINABILITY MEAN TO YOU? 
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4.1.3 Question 2: How important to you are the following aspects of managing 
waste in the Town of Cambridge? 
 

Survey respondents were asked to rate a series of aspects focused on managing waste as: important; 
fairly important; important; slightly important; not at all important; or no opinion.  

The five statements were as follows:  

- Minimising waste to landfill. 
- Maximising reuse and recycling. 
- Educating and promoting to the community on how to minimise waste and maximise reuse and 

recycling. 
- Educating and promoting to the community on how to minimise waste and maximise reuse and 

recycling. 
- Educating and promoting to the community on how to minimise waste and maximise reuse and 

recycling. 

A majority of survey respondents rated all five statements as very important.  

‘Minimising waste to landfill’ and ‘maximising reuse and recycling’ had the most respondents rate these 
as very important.  Overall, ‘maximising reuse and recycling’ is the statement rated as most important 
with 97% of survey respondents feeling it is either very important (88%) or fairly important (9%). 
 

FIGURE 9: IMPORTANCE OF MANAGING WASTE IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 

Note: Proportions equal to or below 2% are not labelled in the above figure. 
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4.1.4 Question 3: How important to you are the following aspects of managing 
water use the Town of Cambridge? 
 

Survey respondents were asked to rate a series of aspects focused on managing water use as: important; 
fairly important; important; slightly important; not at all important; or no opinion.  

The five statements were as follows:  

- Increasing water efficiency, recycling and reuse across the Town, including for irrigation. 
- Reducing the Town’s overall water use. 
- Educating and promoting to the community on how to reduce water use. 
- Reducing groundwater use to protect groundwater levels and associated ecosystems. 
- Providing incentives to reduce water use in the community. 

A majority of survey respondents rated all five statements as very important.  

A clear majority of survey respondents rated ‘increasing water efficiency, recycling and reuse across the 
Town, including for irrigation’ the most important aspect of managing water use in the Town of 
Cambridge, with 81% of respondents identifying this as very important. ‘Reducing the Town’s overall use 
of water’ achieved the next highest importance rating with survey respondents feeling it is either very 
important (68%) or fairly important (23%). 
 

FIGURE 10: IMPORTANCE OF MANAGING WATER USE IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 

Note: Proportions equal to or below 2% are not labelled in the above figure. 
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4.1.5 Question 4: How important to you are the following aspects of enhacing 
biodiversity in the Town of Cambridge?  
 

Survey respondents were asked to rate a series of aspects focused on enhancing biodiversity as: 
important; fairly important; important; slightly important; not at all important; or no opinion.  

The five statements were as follows:  

- Protecting and increasing the overall tree canopy. 
- Conserving flora and fauna. 
- Enhancing the quality and connectivity of the Town’s natural spaces (e.g. coast, reserves, etc.). 
- Educating and promoting to the community the importance of enhancing biodiversity. 
- Facilitating community involvement in activities and programs that seek enhance the Town’s 

natural spaces (e.g. coast, reserves, etc.). 

The majority of survey respondents rated all five statements as very important. 

‘Protecting and increasing the overall tree canopy’ and ‘conserving flora and fauna’ were considered the 
most important aspects of enhancing biodiversity in the Town of Cambridge, with 83% and 81% of 
respondents respectively identifying these as very important.  
 

FIGURE 11: IMPORTANCE OF ENHANCING BIODIVERSITY IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 
 
Note: Proportions equal to or below 2% are not labelled in the above figure. 
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4.1.6 Question 5: How important to you are the following aspects of carbon 
reduction in the Town of Cambridge? 
 

Survey respondents were asked to rate a series of aspects focused on enhancing carbon reduction as: 
important; fairly important; important; slightly important; not at all important; or no opinion.  

The six statements were as follows:  

- Working towards becoming carbon neutral through reducing total greenhouse gas emissions. 
- Increasing use and storage of renewable or low carbon energy. 
- Providing incentives to reduce energy consumption in the community. 
- Educating and promoting to the community on how to reduce energy consumption. 
- Encouraging people to use more sustainable transport options including walking, cycling and 

public transport. 
- Improving the energy efficiency of homes, businesses and council assets. 

The majority of survey respondents rated all of the statements as very important. 

‘Improving the energy efficiency of homes, businesses and council assets’ was seen as the most important 
aspect of reducing carbon in the Town of Cambridge, with 73% of respondents identifying this as very 
important. ‘Encouraging people to use more sustainable transport options’ was the next most important 
aspect, with 86% of survey respondents feeling it is either very important (66%) or fairly important (20%). 
 

FIGURE 12: IMPORTANCE OF CARBON REDUCTION IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 

 
Note: Proportions equal to or below 2% are not labelled in the above figure. 
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4.1.7 Question 6: How important to you are the following aspects of managing 
climate change in the Town of Cambridge? 
 

Survey respondents were asked to rate a series of aspects focused on managing climate change as: 
important; fairly important; important; slightly important; not at all important; or no opinion.  

The five statements were as follows: 

- Collaborating with regional stakeholders and councils to determine a regional approach to 
climate change adaptation. 

- Facilitating community involvement in the community adaptation activities required to address 
the potential impacts of climate change. 

- Collaborating with community and local business to prepare for and positively adapt to climate 
change risks. 

- Educating and promoting to the community about the potential impacts of climate change within 
the Town. 

- Addressing climate change and natural hazard risks to the Town’s assets and operations to 
enhance performance and resilience. 

Overall, statements focusing on managing climate change had the highest rate of survey respondents 
identifying these as ‘not important at all’ compared to other areas of sustainability. 

‘Collaborating with regional stakeholders and councils to determine a regional approach to climate 
change adaption’ is rated the most important aspect, with 54% of respondents identifying this as very 
important.  
 

FIGURE 13: IMPORTANCE OF MANAGING CLIMATE CHANGE IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 

Note: Proportions equal to or below 2% are not labelled in the above figure. 
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4.1.8 Question 7: How important to you are the following aspects of how the 
Town of Cambridge demonstrates best practice in delivering sustainable 
outcomes? 

 
Survey respondents were asked to rate a series of aspects focused on how the Town of Cambridge could 
demonstrate best practice in delivering sustainable outcomes as: important; fairly important; important; 
slightly important; not at all important; or no opinion.  

The five statements were as follows: 

- Integrating the principles of sustainability into the Town of Cambridge’s decision-making 
processes and operations. 

- Adopting and managing guidelines and policies to achieve sustainable outcomes in the Town. 
- Collaborating with community and local business to improve delivery of sustainable outcomes. 
- Educating and involving the community in achieving sustainable outcomes. 
- Monitoring and reporting on progress towards achieving sustainable outcomes, aiming for 

continual improvement. 

The majority of survey respondents regarded all five statements as very important. 

‘Integrating the principles of sustainability into the Town of Cambridge’s decision-making processes and 
operations’ and ‘adopting and managing guidelines and policies to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
Town’ were regarded as the most important aspects, with 71% and 67% of survey respondents 
respectively identifying these as very important. 
 

FIGURE 14: IMPORTANCE OF BEST PRACTICE IN THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

 

 
Note: Proportions equal to or below 2% are not labelled in the above figure. 
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4.1.9 Question 8: Please rank from 1 to 6 which area will have the greatest 
impact on achieving sustainable outcomes in the Town of Cambridge.  
 

Survey respondents were asked to rank the areas of sustainability (i.e. waste, water, biodiversity, carbon, 
climate and leadership) from 1 to 6 in relation to which area will have the greatest impact on achieving 
sustainable outcomes for the Town, where 1 equates to the greatest impact and 6 equates to the least 
impact.  

Ranking questions calculate the average ranking for each answer choice so that the answer that is most 
preferred overall is clear. Therefore, in response to this question, the answer choice with the largest 
average ranking is regarded to have the most impact on achieving sustainable outcomes for the Town. 
The first choice has a weight of 5; the second a weight of 4; the third a weight of 3 and so on. The weight 
of the choice is then multiplied by the number of responses for the choice, divided by the total responses.  

Waste was the seen as the area that would have the greatest impact on achieving sustainable outcomes 
in the Town of Cambridge (average ranking of 5). This was closely followed by Water (4), Biodiversity (4), 
and Leadership (4). Climate (2) was seen as having the least impact on achieving sustainable outcomes.  
 

FIGURE 15:  RATED AREAS OF GREATEST IMPACT 

Sustainable Area Average Ranking 

Waste 5 

Water 4 

Biodiversity 4 

Leadership 4 

Carbon 3 

Climate 2 
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4.1.10 Question 9: Do you have any further comments/ideas in relation to 
achieving sustainable outcomes in the Town of Cambridge? (Open-ended) 
 

This question was an open-ended question that allowed respondents to make any further comments on 
any area. The comments provided by respondents have been organised into topics to provide insights into 
their responses. 

A total of 91 survey respondents answered this question. Some respondents’ comments only referred to 
one topic, while many others related to two or more. In order to give each answer equal weight topic, 
proportions have been calculated based on the number of respondents to the question. 

Most comments focused on the need for further education of adults and children. This was closely 
followed by comments focusing on the need to maintain and expand the green space / habitats in the 
Town, as well as maintaining ensuring infill, developments, and new homes are designed in an 
environmentally friendly way.  
 

FIGURE 16: ADDITIONAL COMMENTS AND IDEAS FOR HOW TO ACHIEVE SUSTAINABLE OUTCOMES IN THE TOWN 
OF CAMBRIDGE 
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Comments described in the ‘other’ section included:  

• Build community groups 
• Build personal resilience 
• Disaster Risk Reduction Plan 
• Plastic bans 
• Renewable energy 
• Save water 
• Social and economic sustainability  
• Waste management 
• Water management 
• Wi-Fi 
• Population control 
• Not seeing the need for a sustainability strategy / not wanting government 

intervention into their lives 
• All areas are equally important 
• Sustainability needs to be happening now 
• The survey was too long 
• Town of Cambridge should be setting an example 
• Only ratepayers should have a say 
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5. APPENDIX B – COMMUNITY WORKSHOP DETAILED 
FINDING 

The community workshops aimed to provide a face-to-face opportunity for community members to 
provide feedback on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in relation to sustainability in the Town of 
Cambridge. 

A series of three community workshops were held at the following dates, times and locations: 

• Workshop 1 was held on Thursday 12 April, 6pm to 7pm at the Leederville Sports Club. 
• Workshop 2 was held on Thursday 19 April, 5.30pm to 6.30pm at the Town of Cambridge Library. 
• Workshop 3 was held on Thursday 3 May, 6pm to 7pm at the State Netball Centre. 

A total of 27 participants attended the workshops. 

Participants provided their feedback through the following activities: 

• Participants were asked to individually define what “sustainability” meant to them, writing brief 
sentence or words on down on a Post-It. 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, 
challenges and opportunities across key areas of sustainability (waste, water, biodiversity, 
carbon, climate and leadership). 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to identify the top five priorities 
to achieve sustainable outcomes in the future. 

The following outlines the detailed feedback obtained from community workshop participants. 
 

5.1 Community Workshop 1 

5.1.1 What does sustainability mean to you? 

• How to leave a world that fully meets the needs 
of future generations. 

• Responsible planning. 
• Preserving & enhancing public open space into 

the future for the benefit of growing population 
in our community. 

• Bigger than the current time frame. 
• To respect our environment & people & 

economic systems. 
• Social & Environmental sustainability = A 

concept. Maximum recycling, minimum waste. 
• Longevity. 
• Long term protection of environment. 

 
 
 
 
 

• Natural areas improved (bush, lakes, coastline). 
• Triple bottom line. United Nations Sustainable. 

Development Goals. 
• Generally environmental focus, but can include 

community and financial sustainability. 
• Sustainability is responsible stewardship of our 

resources and environment. 
• Reducing the carbon footprint, minimising 

waste. 
• Sustainability = conservation, 

education/awareness, value of material 
resources. 
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5.1.2 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• Generally, water conscious • Monitoring 
(testing/measuring) water use 
per consumer. Make data 
public* 

• Recognising opportunities for 
re-use, e.g. storm water 

• Storm readiness 
• Maintained infrastructure to 

maximum/capture of run off* 
• Use of carparks for water 

harvesting 
• Subsidies for greywater use 
• Encouraging natural plants 
• Policies for public open space- 

e.g. verge treatments 
(flexibility) 

WASTE 

• Awareness 
• Support by local government, 

buses etc.  

• Waste produced from 
demolition and construction* 

• Maintaining awareness and 
reinforcing support for 

• Composting 
• Re-use of food waste 
• Strategy for eliminating plastic 

bags/waste 

BIODIVERSITY 

• Coast care 
• Bold Park 
• Flame trees 
• Perry Lakes 
• Lake Monger 

• We have 4.5 km stretch of 
natural environment along 
our beach line. Popular spot 
for visitors, damage to dunes 

• Ratio of ratepayers: coastline 
• Dogs vs. birds/animals/fish 
• Weeds 
• Parking on natural verges 
• Fauna status 

• Increase access and increase 
control over access* 

• Education for people who use 
our natural areas* 

• Underground power to 
protect street trees 

• Tourism (beach, park, 
Roscommon, Holyrood, 
Abbotsford) 

CARBON 

• LED light replacement and 
other initiatives by council 

• Promotion/communication of 
initiatives to the community* 

• Improve policies for reducing 
carbon footprint of buildings 

• Promoting public transport 
and cycling 

• Improving service and 
infrastructure 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

CLIMATE 

• Lighting 
• Waste minimisation 

initiatives* 

• Aquifer recharging 
• Heat island-paved verges 
• Beach erosion 
• Fire risk 
• Loss of biodiversity (Kings 

Park banksias, trees on golf 
course) 

• Link to water processing 
programs 

• Raising awareness 
• External funding sources 

LEADERSHIP 

• Sustainability officer 
• Community groups supported 

  

• State government funding for 
maintenance of natural assets 

• Raise awareness of TOC 
residents of our great natural 
resources 

• How do you measure and 
report on our sustainability? 
New cars? Bins? Liveability?* 

• Commitment clear and 
measurable action by council 
from consultations (i.e. 
undertake to action top 5 
S.M.A.R.T. actions and report 
back 

• Parking strategy 
• Lane activation 
• Coordinating between friend 

groups 
• Community group annual 

reports* 
• Liaison with neighbouring 

council* 
• Data mining from other 

sustainability initiatives 
 

OTHER: SOCIAL SUSTAINABILITY 

• Pride in where we live (the 
Town of Cambridge) 

• How to pitch to different 
generations and cultures 

• How to make the community 
inclusive for all ages, 
nationalities and social 

• How to improve connection 
with the aged 

• Marketing new development 
in the Town for community 
access and use 

• Marketing services, e.g. 
libraries, free bus etc.  

• To develop social connection 
and how council may help 
facilitate this* 
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5.2 Community Workshop 2 

5.2.1 What does sustainability mean to you? 

• To look after and sustain our natural 
environment for future generations. 

• Ensuring we preserve aspects of value and to 
allow preservation of existing environment for 
the future. 

• Actions now which will result in retention of 
today’s resources into the future. 

• Keeping what’s good. 
• Finding the ‘happy’ place that simultaneously 

best meets the people and profits the planet 
agendas. 

• To give back an equal amount of what I take 
from the earth. 

• Low energy use, low emissions, low impact on 
environment, reuse/recycle where possible, 
smart systems and governance for future 
generations. 

• Living and acting in a way that does not result in 
long term ecological or sociological harm.  

 

5.2.2 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• Introduction of new 
infrastructure 

• Natural water features (social 
benefit, need to be preserves, 
i.e. keep natural assets)* 

• Native plant promotion to 
reduce garden water use 

• Mulching program 

• Maintaining permeable 
surfaces and infiltration 
opportunities 

• Maintaining water quality of 
water bodies in the council 

• Education of public regarding 
how their behaviour impacts 
(e.g. dog poo gardening) 

• Maintaining green space with 
limited watering 
requirements 

• Introduction to groundwater 
 

• Water sensitive urban design, 
town planning scheme 

• Promotion of grey water use 
domestically 

• Opportunity for intelligent use 
of groundwater 

• Integration with the CRC for 
water sensitive urban design 
(water catchment)* 

• Cooperation with universities 
and other institutions for 
water quality treatment 

• Subsidised catchment on 
residential buildings, school, 
offices 

• Work with state government 
agencies 

• Waste water treatment and 
recycling opportunities 

WASTE 

• Recycling scheme 
• Verge collections/recycling 
• Segregation of waste (e.g. 3 

bins) 

• Avoid introducing skip bins for 
verge collections 

• Promote plastic recycling and 
packaging changes 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

• Bin-size options and 
encouraging smaller bills 

• Collaboration with 
neighbouring councils 

• Worm and composting 
promotion 

 

• Managing recycling stations, 
Brockway is imitated due to 
limited hours 

• Managing waste in a higher 
density future 

• Dealing with new materials 
and chemicals 

• Is waste to energy really the 
best use of waste? 
 

• Encouraging commercial 
businesses to reduce 
waste/recycle (e.g. food etc.) 

 

 
 

BIODIVERSITY 

• Retaining bushland 
• Promoting native species of 

flora and fauna 
• Large area of bush and coastal 

dunes in the Town of 
Cambridge 

• Good canopy retention at 
Coast (City Beach, Floreat) 

• Social awareness in TOC is 
large 

• Reasonably complete corridor 
for wildlife 

• Population growth (land 
clearing pollution introduced 
species pests, urban sprawl) 

• Changing climate- rising sea 
levels/mobile sand dunes 

• Coastal zone view 
preservation conflicts with 
biodiversity intentions 

• Balancing $’s with 
expectations 

• Weed invasion, dog, cats, 
foxes, loss of wetlands, 
pollution of lakes* 

• Tree planting  
• Education of children 
• Breeding of native animal 

species for release 
• Continual subliminal like 

awareness make sure that 
every public forum is seen as 
an opportunity to talk about 

• All capital development 
approvals on plans should 
have biodiversity maintained 
as any item for consideration 

• Conversion of good lands in 
parks to native vegetation 

• Maintain wetlands 
• Improve the ecosystem 

functioning around lakes and 
wetlands 

CARBON 

• Green waste capture into 
regional council bio-degrader 

• Solar machine scheme in early 
200s 

• Bin segregation 
• Public transport access is high 
• Old establish suburb with lots 

of big trees and park lands 

• Maintaining tree canopy 
• Leadership pathway for local 

governments* 
• Who pays? 

• Circle loop bus to be extended 
• Green roots encouragement 
• Town planning that help 

reduce power use in housing* 
• New buildings to have 10 star 

energy rating 
• Food growing at home 
• Improved public transport and 

adoption of self-driving 
technologies and cycling 
facilitation 

• Traffic management 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

CLIMATE 

• Fairly green suburbs in 
Cambridge 

• Amenable to sustainable 
transport-topography climate, 
relation to trip attractors 

• Wonderful climate and 
beaches ideal for tourists 

• Small area, less impact on the 
natural environment 

• Close/easy access to services 

• Tidal surges effect coastal 
infrastructure and dunes* 

• Constrained adaption of flora 
and fauna 

• Loss of wetlands 
• Urban heating 
• Reduce car use 
• Tourists create issues such as 

accommodation density, 
parking, beach access, 
beachside facilities 

• Quantifying the effect of 
climate on ground water 

• Mass consumer consumption 
of natural resources 

• Urban foresting 
• Development of eco-corridors 
• Recycling water from Subiaco 

WWTP to maintain wetlands 
• Improve sustainable 

transport* 
• Sustainable development of 

tourist facilities to satisfy 
needs of both tourists and 
residents 

• Encourage research in our 
bushland and coastal dunes. 
E.g. grants, scholarships to 
PHD students 

• Make every new building 
meet a ten star energy rating 
system and water efficient 

• Promote food growth at 
home 

LEADERSHIP 

• Small size of town= easier 
communication with residents 

• Presumably a strong presence 
in that $ are available hence 
quality personnel are good 

• Being a role model 
• Inspiring, showing initiative 

and being proactive 
• Being innovative 
• Risk taking-leading not 

following 
• Relatively affluent council 

• Education of need for 
sustainability 

• Lack of continuum regarding 
elected members and 
administration 

• Afraid to take risks 
• Lack of vision 
• Community with relatively 

low level of recognition of 
sustainability issues 
 

• Continuous education use 
targeted strategies for specific 
groups. E.g. schools, retired, 
working, non-working* 

• Learn from places around the 
world that are doing things, 
borrowing ideas from 
programs that are working* 

• Improve community and 
council awareness of issues 

• Engage with Water Sensitive 
Cities initiative, to drive water 
sensitive planning and 
behaviour 

• Elected members to join a 
‘purpose made’ forum re 
biodiversity  
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5.3 Community Workshop 3 

5.3.1 What does sustainability mean to you? 

• Environmental Protection, trees, waste 
reduction, energy efficiency, more green space, 
product longevity and biodegradability. 

• Using less, re-using, efficient building design 
and materials. 

• Ensures after usage goods, zero waste, it is a 
circular process. 

• Greater low impact, density and diversity in 
better housing, residential construction +- 35% 
of greenhouse gases. 
 
 

• Doing things in such a way that the 
environment is protected for the long term. 

• Maintenance of the environment with strategic 
plan and implementation plan with budget to 
support. 

• Ongoing and maintenance of ultra-five houses. 
• Maintaining, upholding, conservation for future 

environment, using renewable resources. 

5.3.2 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• Making an effort to look at 
options to change the Perry 
Lakes aquifer 

• Watering of public spaces 
being wasted on non-green 
areas 

• Maintaining the green areas 
as density/infill increases (i.e. 
the protection and 
maintenance of green spaces 
should be a priority) * 

• Communication around water 
use and how to use/re-
use/recycle water better 

• Group flora together with 
like-watering requirements 
(plant zoning) 

• Monitoring of soil moisture 
• Recycling water wherever 

possible 
• Link water planning in town to 

Water Corp and regional 
water use/reuse planning 

• Review use of green spaces in 
relation to how water is being 
used/what are the priorities 
for the use water  

WASTE 

• 3 bin system working 
(different sizes) 

• Linked to waste recycling 
facility 

• Electronic waste collection 

• Advocating for monitoring of 
water bores 

• Sub land drain used to input 
into perm lakes 

• Drain used to water Wembley 
golf course 

• Increased use of electronic 
communication (i.e. reduce 
use of hard copy version- 
choice of ‘opt in’ to e-
communication 

• Provide compost/mulch 
facility 

• More strategies for how to 
reduce waste for individual 
households* 

• Community level can 
implement waste 
reduction/recycling  

• LGA implements policies and 
approaches for reducing 
waste internally 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

• Seek best practice examples 
to inform approach 

BIODIVERSITY 

• ToC makes available to 
ratepayer’s native plant 
subsidy 

• “Beyond Garden” workshop 
• Sustainability team 

• Maintain and support local 
biodiversity 

• Maintain and support, and 
ongoing protection of the 
Carnaby Cockatoos 

• Recognition of “gezellig”* 
• Green/open areas 
• Ongoing protection of current 

bushland 
• Comprehensive and 

coordinated strategy to create 
corridor/linkage of remnant 
bushland * 

• ToC needs to adopt strong 
policies that 
support/propagate/develop 
biodiversity in the town 

• Develop biodiversity strategy 
• Provide statutory protection 

for remnant bushland, E.g. the 
bushland next to the Ocean 
Village* 

• Encourage/educating planting 
of natives to grow biodiversity 
at households 

• Sustainable verge competition  

CARBON 

• Keep wetlands healthy, make 
sure they are wet 

• Building industry inefficiency 
(very carbon intensive, 
wasteful) 

• Air quality 

• Promote alternative building 
methods 

• Look for alternative planning 
schemes that incorporate 
environmental solutions* 

• Education/awareness -climate 
• Target C02- council owned? 

Resident owned? 

CLIMATE 

• Garden suburb- shade • Council to action climate 
change 

• Extreme weather- exposed 
coastlines (cost infrastructure, 
protection env.) 

• Groundwater depletion 
• Don’t sacrifice green space for 

development (E.g. Singapore 
having success) 

• Incentives- water tanks, solar 
etc.  

LEADERSHIP 

• Running the sustainable 
workshops 

• Housing strategy is flawed 
• Change short termism into 

long termism  
• Listen to futurism  
• Try to break the “status quo” 

mentality – long term vision 
(beyond councillor’s terms) * 

• Low impact sustainable 
solutions are available, just 
look around the world, start 
with Fremantle* 

• Design guidelines from State 
WA- design competition 

• Work with schools- Kids can 
influence, also if 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

• Developers influence (linked 
to good sustainable design 
principles- trying to get out of 
them) * 

schools/others have 
sustainable action plans that 
can be aligned to local 
council/state etc. E.g. Bold Pk 
Comm School * 

 

 

6. APPENDIX C – SCHOOL WORKSHOPS DETAILED FINDINGS 

The school workshops aimed to provide a face-to-face opportunity for younger people to provide 
feedback on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in relation to sustainability in the Town of Cambridge. 

A series of four school workshops were held at the following dates, times and locations: 

• A Floreat Park Primary School workshop was held on Friday 8 June, 10.30am to 11.30am and was 
attended by Year Six students. 

• A Bold Park Community School workshop was held on Thursday 14 June, 9am to 10am and was 
attended by Year Nine and Year Ten students. 

• A West Leederville Primary School workshop was held on Thursday 14 June, 2pm to 3pm and was 
attended by Year Five and Year Six students. 

• A Bold Park Community School workshop was held on Thursday 14 June, 9am to 10am and was 
attended by Year Five and Year Six students. 

A total of 117 participants attended the school workshops. 

Participants provided their feedback through the following activities: 

• Participants were asked to individually answer a series of questions relating to sustainability. 
• Participants were asked to individually identify their favourite spot in the Town of Cambridge and 

how they might make this spot more sustainable. 
• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, 

challenges and opportunities across a key area of sustainability (waste, water, biodiversity, 
carbon, climate and leadership). 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to identify the top two priorities 
to achieve sustainable outcomes in the future. 

The following outlines the detailed feedback obtained from school workshop participants. 

6.1 Floreat Park Primary School Workshop 

6.1.1 How young people think about sustainability 
 

Students at Floreat Park Primary School most commonly reduce their impact on the environment through 
the way they dispose of their waste (30%) and the way they protect natural habitats, flora and fauna 
(30%). 
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FIGURE 17: HOW STUDENTS MOST COMMONLY REDUCE THEIR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

A large proportion of students think that it is the responsibility of citizens (50%) to achieve a sustainable 
future in their community. 
 

FIGURE 18: WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ACHIEVING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 
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The majority of students (62%) either strongly agree (26%) or agree (37%) that they are aware of activities 
and events that they can participate in to create a sustainable future in their community.  
 

FIGURE 19: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS ARE AWARE OF 
SUSTANABLE EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

 

 

The majority of students (60%) either agree (27%) or strongly agree (33%) that they feel confident in 
speaking up about their ideas on how to achieve a sustainable future in their community.  
 

FIGURE 20: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL CONFIDENT 
SPEAKING UP ABOUT THEIR IDEAS ON HOW TO ACHIVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE IN THEIR COMMUNITY 
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A large proportion (49%) of students feel that that their ideas on how to achieve a sustainable future are 
not being listened to.  
 

FIGURE 21: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL LIKE THEIR 
IDEAS FOR HOW TO ACHIEVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE ARE BEING LISTENED TO 

 

 
A large proportion (50%) of students want to learn more about what the Town of Cambridge and other 
organisations are doing in the areas of sustainability.  
 

FIGURE 22: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO 
LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS ARE DOING IN THE AREA 
OF SUSTAINABILITY 
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6.1.2 Ideas young people have for how to make their favourite spots in the Town 
of Cambridge more sustainable 

 

Participants were asked to individually identify their favourite spot in the Town of Cambridge and how 
they might make this spot more sustainable. The followed areas were identified by students, with their 
comments on how to improve each area listed underneath each location.  

 

City Beach/Floreat Beach/the Beach 

• Have a clean-up 

• Someone comes around to pick up rubbish every 1-2 weeks 

• The beach having less plastic 

• Less rubbish dumped on the ground 

• Cleaning up the beach whenever you can 

• Having less rubbish in the bushes and on the beach 

• More bins because that means there will be less littering along the beach and in the ocean where 
animals live. 

• More bins placed in the area so there is no litter floating around 

• We can have clean up the beach day 

• More bins for food scraps and paper 
 

Lake Monger  

• People not provoking wildlife 

• Less littering 

• People to respect the environment 

• More bins 

• Perry Lakes 

• Less rubbish in the lake 

• Putting more bins in 

• More bins to stop littering 

• More bins to prevent littering 

• Less litter (I always see dead birds with litter in their mouth) 

• Putting more bins around so people use more bags to pick up dog droppings and so that people 
don’t have their rubbish there. 

• Less littering 

• Less automobiles 

• Less buildings 

• Less smoking 

• Less dogs and cats 

• More community projects and studies to be done in this area 
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At home 

• Cleaning the front yard 

• Using less water 

• At school 

• Not littering 

• Cut down less trees 

• Discourage people to drive to school 

• Putting the right rubbish in the right bins 

• Not using packaging from food 
 

Reabold Hill  

• Less infrastructure 
 

Other 

• Smaller road for cars only 
 
 
FIGURE 23: IDEAS YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE FOR HOW TO MAKE THEIR FAVOURITE SPOTS IN THE TOWN OF 
CAMBRIDGE MORE SUSTAINABLE 
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6.1.3 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• We use our water wisely by 
having 2-minute showers 

• We use dirty water to water 
our plants 

• Don’t put as much water in 
your baths* 

• Our gutters are overflowing 

• Putting water back in Perry 
Lakes boardwalk. 

• We need more rain tanks at 
schools* 

WASTE 

• Forum is going plastic bag 
free* 

• Our school has different bins 
for food scraps, recycling and 
a bin for Foodbank. We also 
have paper bins 

• Some people put waste in 
incorrect bins 

• Teachers don’t set a good 
example as they use single 
use coffee cups and plastic 
water bottles 

• School clean-up day 
• Calico bags 
• Reusable coffee cups 
• Clean up frog pond 
• Print out posters for bins to 

show what bin they go in. 
• Chart for all classes - when 

whole class is package free 
you get a sticker on chart and 
when chart is full, all 30 
stickers, class gets icy pole* 

• School excursion to the back 
of the school to clean it up 

BIODIVERSITY 

• Protects environment 
• Fosters little trees giving us 

oxygen 
• Protected National Parks 

• Planting & Growing trees, 
how long it takes 

• More community service 
projects* 

• Animals 
• More fencing around popular 

wildlife places 

• Educate people to interact 
with the environment 
effectively* 

• Do more studies e.g. wildlife 
counts 

• Keeping the environment 
clean 

• Arrange clean-up groups 

CARBON 

• Solar panels 
• Turn school power off day. 
• Walk to school days 
• Students to ride to school 

• Turn street lights on too early 
• Turn lights off at lunch and 

recess* 
• Getting people to walk 
• Too many tech schools 

• Street lights to solar panels 
• Have community no engine 

hour every week* 
• Lower solar panel price 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

• We have lots of natural areas 
• People started using timed 

sprinklers 

• Using too much water 
• Using gas 
• Wearing clothes from 

unnatural sources 

• Local shop selling sustainable 
clothes 

• Electric cars + charging 
stations at forum & Freeways, 
Local places and advertise* 

• Instead of using a heater, put 
on warm clothes 

• Put 4-minute timers in 
showers* 

• Don’t use sprinklers in 
daytime or in winter 

• No heaters on pools 
• No more nude beaches, if 

there is more space on a 
beach, less people will use a 
pool with a heater – which 
uses gas. 

LEADERSHIP 

• No conflicts 
• We have sustainability 

support from Principal 
• You can do more with 

leadership in the community 

• General citizens don’t get high 
rights 

• Rejections 
• The government needs to do 

more and the no government 
need to do more  

• Everyone can be a leader* 
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6.2 West Leederville Primary School Workshop 

6.2.1 How young people think about sustainability 

 

Students at West Leederville Primary School most commonly reduce their impact on the environment 
through the way they travel (30%) and the way they dispose of their waste (24%).  

 

FIGURE 24: HOW STUDENTS MOST COMMONLY REDUCE THEIR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 

 
 

The majority of students (65%) think that it is the responsibility of citizens (65%) to achieve a sustainable 
future in their community. 

FIGURE 25: WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ACHIEVING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 
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The majority of students (65%) either agree (46%) or strongly agree (19%) that they are aware of activities 
and events that they can participate in to create a sustainable future in their community. 

 

FIGURE 25: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS ARE AWARE OF 
SUSTANABLE EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

 

 

A large proportion of students (50%) are confident in speaking up about their ideas for how to achieve a 
sustainable future in their community.  

 

FIGURE 26: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL CONFIDENT 
SPEAKING UP ABOUT THEIR IDEAS ON HOW TO ACHIVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE IN THEIR COMMUNITY
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Only 16% of students feel like their ideas on how to achieve a sustainable future are being listened to. The 
majority of students (51%) do not feel like their ideas are being heard.  

 

FIGURE 27: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL LIKE THEIR 
IDEAS FOR HOW TO ACHIEVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE ARE BEING LISTENED TO 

 

 

A clear majority of students (72%) want to learn more about what the Town of Cambridge and other 
organisations are doing in the area of sustainability.  

 

FIGURE 28: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO 
LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS ARE DOING IN THE AREA 
OF SUSTAINABILITY 
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6.2.2 Ideas young people have for how to make their favourite spots in the Town 
of Cambridge more sustainable 

 

Participants were asked to individually identify their favourite spot in the Town of Cambridge and how 
they might make this spot more sustainable. The followed areas were identified by students, with their 
comments on how to improve each area listed underneath each location.  

 

West Leederville Primary School 

• Using funds to build more sustainable forms of lighting.  

• Use rainwater in their fountains 

• Making bags, desks and playground equipment out of recycled materials 
 

West Leederville 

• Help pick up rubbish 

• People should reuse and recycle more 

• Energy usage and littering. More solar panels need to be put in. Littering needs to stop 
because it’s a very community based place.  
 

At home 

• Recycling more and picking up any litter that blows in 

• It is a safe space and it is near the train station and school 

• Having quicker showers and using less energy and water 

• To take all of the food scraps and make a compost bin 

• We use solar panels and electric cars 

• Less water use 

• Smaller bins forcing them to use less rubbish 

• Pick up all your rubbish 

 
Lake Monger  

• Fines for littering because the rubbish goes into the water animals die and the water gets 
contaminated 

• Cleaning the lake and the surroundings and giving the animals a better habitat 

• Cleaning the water so it’s actually possible to swim in because at the moment it’s horrible. 
The people who polluted it should be ashamed 

• Lake Monger needs more rubbish bins.  

• More bins could be places around the lake so there is not so much litter 

• More bins because I always see rubbish hidden.  

• Making a market trail (garage sales) 

• Everyone that goes to Lake Monger can help pick up the rubbish and don’t litter 

• Being stricter about how people treat Lake Monger 
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• Having more bins around to reduce the amount of littering 

• There is poop everywhere. I stink I stepped on some doing cross county.  

• Not throwing rubbish in the lake 

• Creating advertising telling people to stop littering 

• A special group for Lake Monger to get all the litter from the water and ground 

• Having more recycling bins 

• Adding more native plants and having more people aware of what littering does 

• Needs proper soccer goals 

• Banning plastic bags and other threats to the environment 
 

Wembley / Wembley Golf Course  

• Less pollution. Maybe decrease the use of objects which aren’t sustainable. Medium use of 
sustainable and non-sustainable objects.  

• People putting their cigarettes in a cigarette bin because I find cigarettes everywhere 

• Using less energy  
 

Perry Lakes / Skate Park 

• Heaps of people do drugs and littler there and it is not on.  

• Having more notifications and signs around the place as there is always wrappers flying 
everywhere 

• I think it needs more bins 

• People picking up their dog’s poo and putting their rubbish in bins. Sometimes the lake gets 
rubbish in it 

• I think it could have more bins and signs to encourage people to stop littering 

• There should be more bins so there is not rubbish on the floor 
 

City Beach / The beach 

• City beach could be improved by the way that rubbish is disposed 

• More trees and stop littering, also make more big disposal bins 

• We could pick up the rubbish around the area 

• Picking up litter. Fines for littering. Maps to show people where bins are and regular bin pick-
ups.  

• Increase littering fines and support and protect native animal habitats. Decrease greenhouse 
gases.  

• No littering and no messing up the banks (diggers) 

• A lot of houses have black roofs compared to the white roofs. A way we can help is to have 
more white roofs or have solar panels 

• City Beach could be improved by picking up rubbish 

• More rubbish and recycling bins around the beaches proximity 

• Helping stop litter and put up signs that say so 

• Adding more bins because when I go to City Beach I always see a lot of rubbish 
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• Cleaning up more and making other people pick up their rubbish 

• Less littering; bigger fines 

• Less rubbish in the sand and water. More signs to stop people from throwing waste in the 
ocean.  
 

FIGURE 29 & 30: IDEAS YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE FOR HOW TO MAKE THEIR FAVOURITE SPOTS IN THE TOWN OF 
CAMBRIDGE MORE SUSTAINABLE 
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6.2.3 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• Recyclable water plant 
• Sprinkler ban 
• Seawater 

• Sewerage emitting into lakes 
and stuff* 

• So much water being wasted 
• Toilets use too much water 
• Stormwater 
• Rain water – less 
• Not enough water* 

• More water recycling plants* 
• More water advertisements, 

make them more persuasive 
• Cheap shower alarm 
• Cheaper and more water 

saving shower heads 
• Shower thing that gives you 3 

minutes in the shower- it 
gives you 1 minute warning 
and then turns off 

• Toilets that use less water 
• To use rainwater 
• Filter storm water * 
• Reduce time in showers 
• Use toilet half flush 
• Use ocean water 
• Use lake water  
• Use less washing water 

WASTE 

• Fines 
• Lots of dog poo bags 
• Lots of bins 

• Recycling* 
• Rangers don’t give littering 

fines 
• Bigger general waste bins 
• Where will the waste go when 

the dumps are full?* 
• Animals can lose habitats 

from getting more waste 
dumps 

• Recyclable coffee cups * 
• Turning waste into other 

things 
• Banning plastic bags 
• Compost and recycling bins 
• Green waste bins 
• Reusing more materials 
• If we use petrol for example 

and if we just dump it 
anywhere it damages the 
lithosphere, biosphere, 
cryosphere, hydrosphere and 
the atmosphere – don’t dump 
rubbish 

• Need paper bags for dog poo* 
• It can damage the ozone layer 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

BIODIVERSITY 

• Not allowed to hunt wildlife 
• Not allowed to swim at Lake 

Monger 
• Not allowed to cut down trees 

and shrubs* 
• Dogs stay on lead 
• Lots of bush 
• Good paths 
• Clean-up Australia Day 
• Care of natural sites is good 

from citizens 

• Too much litter 
• Too much dog poo* 
• Pollution 
• Over factory use / products* 
• People damaging the bush 
• More drink fountains 
• Teaching young citizens to 

take care of the environment 
• More native plants 
• Make more ideas for all topics 

of sustainability – mainly for 
biodiversity (for each subject) 
 

• Increase litter fines 
• More signs and more fines 
• More dog poo bag stations 
• Plant more plants 
• More clean up days in 

biodiverse areas 

CARBON 

• Public transport (reduces 
amount of cars which cause 
pollution) 

• Renewable energy – e.g. solar 
panels 

• Recycling batteries, globes 
and phones 

• Schools getting into recycling 
programs 

• Producing low carbon 
products 

• Walking to school / walk 
• Walk to school day 
• Not that much traffic 
• Most people use solar panels 
• Some people rely on natural 

light (the sun, stars, moon) 
 

• People understanding why 
they’re being sustainable 

• Using lots of paper instead of 
using a digital version 

• People use transportation 
which creates pollution 
instead of walking or riding 

• Using digital copies in 
classrooms instead of paper* 

• Introduce more walking and 
riding 

•  More people should use 
public transport instead of 
individual driving* 

• Trams / trains 
• Get more solar panels and 

solar powered street lights* 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

• Some drains nearby your local 
area 

• We have skylights 
• Already using less plastic 

• Leaves clogging up drains 
• Global warming 
• Money 
• People smoke too much 
• Greenhouse gases* 
• Less water 

• More drains that can filter 
water 

• Solar panels for sunny days 
• We need more skylights 
• Electric cars 
• Use less plastic 
• More solar panels 
• More shade in public areas 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

LEADERSHIP 

• They are aware of the 
situation 

• They have the power to make 
the right choices* 

• They make people aware 

• Getting people to listen 
• Getting enough money 

without taxing too much 
• Getting people to change and 

adapt to the plan 

• They have the opportunity to 
change the future 

• They have the opportunity to 
meeting people 

• They have the opportunity to 
get more involved with nature 

• More people are aware of 
waste problems and what the 
situation is* 

 

6.3 Bold Park Community School Workshop - Senior 

6.3.1 How young people think about sustainability 

 

Students at Bold Park Community School (Seniors) most commonly reduce their impact on the 
environment through the way they dispose of their waste (38%) and the way they travel (25%).  

 

FIGURE 31: HOW STUDENTS MOST COMMONLY REDUCE THEIR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 
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Students believe that citizens (31%), themselves (31%) and the government (31%) should all do something 
to achieve a sustainable future. 

 
FIGURE 32: WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ACHIEVING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 

 

 

The majority of students (57%) either agree (44%) agree of strongly agree (13%) that they are aware of 
activities and events that they can participate in to create a sustainable future in their community.  
 

FIGURE 33: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS ARE AWARE OF 
SUSTANABLE EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 
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A large proportion of students (44%) neither agree nor disagree that they feel confident in speaking up 
about their ideas for how to achieve a sustainable future in my community.  
 

FIGURE 34: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL CONFIDENT 
SPEAKING UP ABOUT THEIR IDEAS ON HOW TO ACHIVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE IN THEIR COMMUNITY 

 

 

The majority of students (60%) neither agree, nor disagree that they feel like their ideas for how to 
achieve a sustainable future are being listened to. Only 13% of students feel that their ideas are being 
listened to.  

FIGURE 35: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL LIKE THEIR 
IDEAS FOR HOW TO ACHIEVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE ARE BEING LISTENED TO 
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The majority of students (56%) either agree (38%) or strongly agree (19%) that they want to learn more 
about what the Town of Cambridge and other organisations are doing in the area of sustainability.  

FIGURE 36: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO 
LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS ARE DOING IN THE AREA 
OF SUSTAINABILITY 

 

 

6.3.2 Ideas young people have for how to make their favourite spots in the Town 
of Cambridge more sustainable 
 

Participants were asked to individually identify their favourite spot in the Town of Cambridge and how 
they might make this spot more sustainable. The followed areas were identified by students, with their 
comments on how to improve each area listed underneath each location.  

City Beach  

• Remove the rubbish 

• Regular community beach clean-ups 

• Place for areas to dispose of waste and recycle 
 

Bold Park 

• Not disposing plastics and rubbish in the area 

• More plants 

 
Lake Monger 

• I have no ideas it’s already pretty sustainable. ‘Life finds a way.’ 

• By having more cycle paths 

• Planting more native plants in area 

13% 13% 19% 38% 19%
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• More native plants and quality lake water 

• More bins 

• Lake Monger could be improved if people checked the amount of life in the lake 
 

Wembley 

• Improving the sustainability  

• More street trees 

• More native trees 

 
At home 

• Turning off lights and using less water 

• Have shorter showers 
 
FIGURE 37: IDEAS YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE FOR HOW TO MAKE THEIR FAVOURITE SPOTS IN THE TOWN OF 
CAMBRIDGE MORE SUSTAINABLE 

 
 
 

6.3.3 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• Clean • Dealing with run off from the 
freeway 

• Lake Monger not always clean 

• Educating people to have 
shorter showers and use 
sprinklers less. Using the ½ 
flush toilet button* 

• Desalination plant* 
• Rain water tanks 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WASTE 

• Placing bins 
• Rubbish trucks 
• Recycling bins (yellow) 
• Small bin (red) 

• People who litter 
• People not recycling 

• Turning waste into energy? 
• More people having compost 

bins* 

BIODIVERSITY 

• Natural areas • Protection of natural assets 
• Increasing population 
• Reducing energy consumption 
• Keeping lakes clean 

• Tall trees  
• Facilitating rehabilitation of 

natural areas* 

CARBON 

• Promoting the use of bikes 
and walking* 

• Public transport 

• Cost of buying electric power 
sources* 

• Building bike racks 
• Street lights for night time – 

solar 
• Electric vehicles 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

• Public transport • Keeping cool in summer 
• Coastal erosion 
• Midges hanging around 

• Sustainable ways of keeping 
cool* 

• Electric Bus* 
• Solar power, wind power 
• Lots of frogs 

LEADERSHIP 

• Wide range of facilities 
• Education the community 

about native plants and 
environments* 

• Public bathrooms 
• Making a final decision 

everyone agrees with 

• Improving cleanliness* 
• Providing opportunities for 

young adults 
• Show-casing biodiversity 
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6.4 Bold Park Community School Workshop - Junior 

6.4.1 How young people think about sustainability 

 

Students at Bold Park Community School (Junior) most commonly reduce their impact on the 
environment through the way they protect natural habitats, flora and fauna (30%) and the way they 
dispose of their waste (26%).  

 

FIGURE 38: HOW STUDENTS MOST COMMONLY REDUCE THEIR IMPACT ON THE ENVIRONMENT 

 

 

Students believe that citizens (70%), young people (17%) and the government (13%) should all do 
something to achieve a sustainable future. 

FIGURE 39: WHO IS RESPONSIBLE FOR ACHIEVING A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE 
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A large proportion of students (43%) either agree (30%) agree of strongly agree (13%) that they are aware 
of activities and events that they can participate in to create a sustainable future in their community.  
 

FIGURE 40: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS ARE AWARE OF 
SUSTANABLE EVENTS AND ACTIVITIES 

 

 
A large proportion of students (37%) either agree (23%) or strongly agree (14%) that they feel confident in 
speaking up about their ideas for how to achieve a sustainable future in my community. The most 
common response to this question was that students neither agree, nor disagree (41%) that they feel 
confident speaking up.  
 

FIGURE 41: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL CONFIDENT 
SPEAKING UP ABOUT THEIR IDEAS ON HOW TO ACHIVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE IN THEIR COMMUNITY 
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The majority of students (50%) neither agree, nor disagree that they feel like their ideas for how to 
achieve a sustainable future are being listened to. Only 8% of students agree that their ideas for how to 
achieve a sustainable future are being listened to.  

FIGURE 42: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS FEEL LIKE THEIR 
IDEAS FOR HOW TO ACHIEVE A SUSTAINABLE FUTURE ARE BEING LISTENED TO 

 

 
 

The majority of students (69%) would like to learn more about what the Town of Cambridge and other 
organisations are doing in the area of sustainability.  

FIGURE 43: LEVEL OF AGREEMENT OR DISAGREEMENT WITH THE STATEMENT THAT STUDENTS WOULD LIKE TO 
LEARN MORE ABOUT WHAT THE TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE AND OTHER ORGANISATIONS ARE DOING IN THE AREA 
OF SUSTAINABILITY 
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6.4.2 Ideas young people have for how to make their favourite spots in the Town 
of Cambridge more sustainable 
 

Participants were asked to individually identify their favourite spot in the Town of Cambridge and how 
they might make this spot more sustainable. The followed areas were identified by students, with their 
comments on how to improve each area listed underneath each location.  

 

City Beach 

• More plant life to increase the fish 

• More bins 

• Less litter / more people that pick up litter and people looking after the nature around there 

• Having a community to clean the ocean and beach/sand in that area 

• Picking up rubbish 

• Not littering 

• Picking up rubbish 

• Sometimes you find rubbish at the beach – less rubbish 
 

Bold Park 

• More buses going part the school before and after school 

• Make the park bigger 
 

The Boulevard / Wembley 

• Rubbish clean-up 
 

Perry Lakes 

• More fun stuff like a café, less rubbish 

• Picking up rubbish 

• Put all rubbish in the bin 
 

Lake Monger 

• Clean it up 

• Less pollution 

• Less pollution in Lake Monger and make sure no one swims in it 

• Clean it up 

• More trees 
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Leederville 

• More trees in area so that there is better air 

FIGURE 44: IDEAS YOUNG PEOPLE HAVE FOR HOW TO MAKE THEIR FAVOURITE SPOTS IN THE TOWN OF 
CAMBRIDGE MORE SUSTAINABLE 
 

 
 
 

6.4.3 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• We need it to live 
• Super soakers 

• We don’t have enough water 
• We are wasting water* 
• Global warming causes – 

melted polar icecaps causing 
rising water levels 

• Only use the half flush 
• More desalination plants* 
• Hydro-electricity 

WASTE 

• Rubbish communities 
• Rubbish trucks 
• Reusable cups 
• Recyclable materials 

• People littering* 
• Mean / rude / annoying 

people 
• Not enough bins 

• Way more bins 
• More environmentally 

friendly packages 
• Environmentally friendly 

things* 

BIODIVERSITY 

• Planting new native plants 
every year 

• A lot of waste 
• More plants 
• People need to water all the 

plants 
• Plastic pollution* 

• Building natural playground 
instead of metal and plastic* 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

• Introduced species 
• Fresher water for birds and 

reptiles 

CARBON 

• Good public transport 
• Turning the lights off 

• Using fossil fuels* 
• Leaving the lights on 

• Use more solar power 
• Use fuel that isn’t bad for the 

environment and for humans* 
• More wind mills 
• Less lights on the street and 

roads 

CLIMATE CHANGE 

• Warm – tropical fruit can 
grow / nice weather 

• Good amount of rain 

• Global warming – rising tides* • Clean energy – solar panels, 
wind turbines 

• More self-sustainable houses 
• Sun/heat magnifier – heat 

water without using power* 

LEADERSHIP 

 • Give alley cats homes • Listen to citizens more 
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7. APPENDIX D – INTERNAL WORKSHOPS DETAILED 
FINDINGS 

The internal workshops aimed to provide an opportunity for Elected Members and key staff to provide 
feedback on their aspirations, concerns and ideas in relation to sustainability in the Town of Cambridge.  

Three internal workshops were held to gain feedback from Town of Cambridge Elected Members, 
Executive Leadership Team and senior staff respectively.  

A total of 27 participants attended the internal workshops. 

Elected Members were asked to provide their feedback through the following activities: 

• Participants were asked to individually define what “sustainability” meant to them, writing brief 
sentence or words on down on a Post-It. 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, 
challenges and opportunities across key areas of sustainability (waste, water, biodiversity, 
carbon, climate and leadership). 

• Working in small groups at each table, participants were asked to identify the top three priorities 
to achieve sustainable outcomes in the future. 

The Executive Leadership Team were asked to provide their feedback through the following activities: 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to discuss the purpose, objectives and desired 
outcomes of the strategy. 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to review the draft aspiration statements for each 
sustainability area (waste, water, biodiversity, carbon, climate and leadership). 

Senior staff were asked to provide their feedback through the following activities: 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to review the draft aspiration statements for each 
sustainability area: water, waste, biodiversity, carbon, climate and leadership. 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to discuss the strengths, challenges and 
opportunities across key areas of sustainability (waste, water, biodiversity, carbon, climate and 
leadership). 

• Working as one group, participants were asked to discuss the opportunities for ways of working 
together to deliver sustainable outcomes. 

• Participants were asked to individually define potential strategies and associated measures of 
success and partnerships. 

The following outlines the detailed feedback obtained from internal workshop participants. 
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7.1 Elected Members Workshop 

7.1.1 What does sustainability mean to you? 

• Saving the finite resources by living carefully. 
• Using resources in an economical way and 

finding better ways of doing things with less 
impacts on environment and resources. 

• What we are doing today can be continued 
tomorrow. 

• “Sustainability” trojan horse word to introduce 
social and environmental tokenism into 
decision making processes with other people’s 
money. 

• Careful use of resources, environmentally 
responsible ecologically sensitive. 

• Conflict A objectives, everything and nothing, 
Convenient when convenient but after too 
narrow in its focus. 

• Enhancing our environment, social and financial 
sustainability for future residents of ToC. 

• Leaving the planet in a better shape then when 
you arrive, keeping natural resources for the 
future, using only what you need. 

 

7.1.2 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• Numerous wetlands, LM, 
Lakes of Herdsman, WGC 

• CRC- gold water wise council 

• Perry lakes (resorting)- 
replace water source for golf 
course* 

• Potential reduction in GW 
extraction allowance 

• Raising awareness on current 
programs on water 

• Reduce reticulated water used 
on POS yet still maintain 
quality of our parks etc.* 

• Divert storm water into 
ground water 

• Reduce water usage on ToC 
land (reticulation, toilets) 

• Encourage rainwater tanks on 
private land* 

• Consider use of greywater on 
Town of Cambridge properties 
or private land 

WASTE 

• 3 bin systems* 
• Performing well high % of 

recycling 
• Strong advocate and 

marketing 

• Honest-real impacts often a 
narrow focus 

• Green Waste collection 
encourages people to ‘hack’ 
and destroy trees – need 
better education around this* 

• Smart bins (i.e. public bins)* 
• Leadership to prioritise the 

opportunities available 

BIODIVERSITY 

• Largest native vegetation area 
in city of Perth (Bold Park) 

• Variety of wetlands, bush 
resources, etc.  

• Reducing trees on private land 
due to infill/growing house 
size* 

• Reducing dominant birds that 
impact other native species 

• Nesting boxes* 
• Encourage chemical free 

gardens for frogs and insects 
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CARBON 

• Current green space 
• Solar panel 

• Improving public transport in 
lower density areas 

• Car charge ports 

• Electric hire bikes 
• Park and ride locations* 
• Tree planting creates a ‘net 

positive’ – i.e. more carbon 
out than in* 

• Street lighting  

CLIMATE 

• $1m seawall 
• Advance solar programme 
• LED’s installed* 
• Managed reticulation* 

• Reduced rainfall/threat 
• Green cover on private 

property 
• Retaining verges and green 

setbacks* 

• Microgrid batteries* 
• Urban forest improvement* 

LEADERSHIP 

• Quality leadership • n/a • n/a 

 

7.2 Executive Leadership Team Workshop 

7.2.1 Discuss the purpose, objectives and desired outcomes of the strategy 

• Purpose of Sustainability Strategy is to provide a guide and more clarity around where ‘we need 
to go’. 

• Ensure the Strategy sits under the Strategic Community Plan – i.e. align and integrate with 
existing plans etc. 

• Carefully consider what the Strategy is going to control, influence and monitor. 
• Ensure to focus on activities that will derive the most benefit and prioritise options. 
• Outline ways for the Town of Cambridge to reduce its impact. 
• Ensure outcomes are deliverable and measurable. 

7.2.2 Review the draft goal / aspiration statements for each area 

• Develop an overarching statement that outlines the need for a long term, consistent and “bang 
for your buck” approach. 

• Waste – differentiate between corporate versus community waste; consider acknowledging link 
to regional waste management plans and schemes. 

• Water – consider referencing eco-zoning. 
• Carbon – consider including reference to ‘non-renewable’ energy rather than fossil fuels. 
• Climate – acknowledge the need for adaptation to a changing climate. 
• Leadership – outline the opportunity to play a tangible role in the areas of advocacy; educating 

and creating greater awareness; monitoring and reporting; demonstrating knowledge of best 
practice examples. 
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7.3 Senior Staff Workshop 

7.3.1 Review the draft goal / aspiration statements for each area 

• Craft goal / aspiration statements that clearly demonstrate the Town of Cambridge’s 
commitment to proactive environmental leadership. 

• Consider re-badging “carbon” to “energy and transport” as the latter is more commonly 
understood. 

• Consider including “resilience” or “adaptation” next to “climate” to emphasise the fact that this 
area of sustainability is associated with responding to climate change impacts rather than 
reducing the risk of these impacts occurring. 

• Consider re-badging “leadership” to “governance”. 
 

7.3.2 Strengths, challenges and opportunities for key areas of sustainability 

Note: an asterix denotes that this item was identified as a priority to achieve sustainable outcomes in the 
future. 

STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WATER 

• Onsite weather station. 
• Storm water harvesting < 

used for irrigation 
• Bore water for washing 

mowers. 
• Water wise program – e.g. 

offering free water-saving 
shower-head, shower timer 
etc across the Town of 
Camrbidge’s operational and 
public facilities. (3) 

• Cheap water-wise plants for 
Town residents. 

• Gold Waterwise Council. 
• Reduced usage of water at 

Bold Park Aquatic.  
• Better irrigation 

systems/reticulation reducing 
water use on parks and 
reserves. (2) 

• Staff and ratepayers are 
regularly advised on how to 
reduce their water 
consumption. 

• Active monitoring on water 
use 

 

• Improve collection of 
rainwater and re-use in our 
parks and gardens and in the 
water feature in the staff 
courtyard.  

• Stop building more suburbs 
and do more infilling. 

• Bring back waterless urinals.  
• Improve staff/public buy in. 
• Water quality of Lake Monger 

– i.e. current leading to midge 
proliferation. 

• Continue to introduce and 
improve on the effectiveness 
of existing water saving 
devices and how they are 
used. 

• Continue efforts to minimise 
water usage. 

• Create hydro-zones in parks. 
(2) 

• Divert Floreat drain onto golf 
course to either recharge the 
aquifer or use for irrigation. 
(2) 

• More education and public 
programmes. 

• Improve collection and re-use 
of rainwater. 

• Install low flow fixtures. 
• Encourage planting more 

native gardens that require 
less water. 

• Use of grey water 
• Water reuse opportunities 
• Rainwater tanks 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

WASTE 

• 3 bin system 
• Recycling bins – i.e. good size 

(4m3), available at popular 
recreation locations (e.g. golf 
course) 

• Re-use initiatives – i.e. Lake 
Monger Garage sale trail, 
clothing drop-off points for 
Vinnies and Salvos 

• e-Waste and other special 
collections (3 responses) 

• Responsible coffee cup use 
initiative – i.e. discount off 
your coffee if you bring your 
own mug 

• Recycle drop-off station at 
Town of Cambridge 
Administration centre 

• Waste education programmes 
• Social media campaigns 
• Member of Mindarie RC 

(critical mass) 
• Worm farm rebates 

• Town of Cambridge 
involvement or collaboration 
with community organisations 
in participating in 
national/international events 
promoting recycling/waste 
minimisation, such as world 
clean-up day.   

• introduction of bottle/can 
deposit schemes 

• More public/staff buy in. 
• Need for more education on 

how to promote recycling and 
minimise waste to landfill at 
Town of Cambridge buildings, 
commercial properties and 
residential homes. 

• Need to move to skip bins 
from kerbside pickup similar 
to Stirling (will control 
volumes and is neater, plus on 
demand services like white-
good pickups). 

• Improved education and 
guidelines for 
staff/contractors regarding 
recycling and waste 
minimisation at Town of 
Cambridge’s buildings and 
initiatives/events.  

• Have both red/yellow bins in 
public space –i.e. 
parks/streets - to encourage 
recycling. 

• Education and public 
programmes – e.g. ongoing 
media campaign to all staff 
and ratepayers. 

• Working with WMRC to 
create a recycling centre hub 
like Balcatta recycle. 

• Ban the use of plastic bags in 
the Town of Cambridge and at 
Town of Cambridge events. 

• Monitoring/education on 
waste consumption? Driven 
by the community, with 
council support (applies to 
water/energy as well) 

• Smart cities  
• Low waste correspondence 

BIODIVERSITY 

• More re-vegetation areas. 
• More funds to treat trees with 

phytophora (dieback) and 
witches broom. 

• Arbour Day tree planting with 
local schools 

• Lake Monger 
• Better use of public open 

spaces within the Town.  
• Dune rehabilitation at the 

beaches 
• Residents can purchase native 

plants for gardens/verges 

• Lack of public awareness. 
• Management of Perry Lakes 

and Lake Monger as nature 
reserves. 

• The introduction of new 
methods and practices 

• Removal of trees on private 
property / loss of tree canopy 

• Improve Town of Cambridge 
staff and Town residents 
awareness in regards to 
biodiversity achievements by 
the Town of Cambridge as 
well as planned work  

• More dune rehabilitation. 
• Reduce grassed areas and 

replace with native habitat as 
this is important for 
retention/protection of birds 
and other native flora and 
fauna 

• Improve involvement by Town 
of Cambridge staff and Town 
residents in biodiversity 
programs 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

• More education and public 
programmes 

• More fund allocation to 
protect Tuart trees from pests 
and diseases 

• Protect significant or large 
trees on private property 

• Measure effectiveness of 
education programs 

• Target less engaged 
community members, 
increase reach/effectiveness 
of programs 

• Eco-zoning/hydro-zoning of 
green areas 

CARBON 

• The golf course is a major 
carbon offset and sink 

• Increased number of cycling 
trails within the Town 

• Ladies cycling program to 
encourage more ladies to 
cycle 

• Bike-stop repair station at key 
locations 

• Town of Cambridge’s (ToC) 
corporate multi-rider instead 
of taxi voucher 

• Solar panels on some of the 
ToC’s buildings – e.g. 
administration building. (2) 

• Unsure 
• Use of LED lights in ToC’s 

buildings. 
• Solar heating system installed 

at Bold Park Aquatic 
• Building Management 

Systems which better control 
air condition – i.e. heating and 
cooling 

• Need to better calculate the 
carbon benefits of the area. 

• Need to improve 
procurement strategies 

• Keep moving towards carbon 
negative. 

• Leadership to support 
innovation 
 

• More use of solar energy – 
e.g. use more solar lights in 
our public open space, install 
more solar panels on all ToC-
owned buildings etc. (2) 

• Procurement strategies and 
contracts to ensure 
compliance 

• Installing solar and battery 
back up on all ToC buildings, 
converting all ToC fleet to 
electric, installing LED lights 
on all ToC buildings and Street 
lights, changing all fossil fuel 
equipment to battery electric. 

• Increased use of solar energy 
• Switch methods of heating to 

more efficient natural 
resources like gas 

• Encourage driving of smaller, 
lower consumption vehicles.  

• Encourage people to cycle 
instead of driving by providing 
dedicated cycle paths on 
transport routes. <incentive 
opportunities? 

• Electric cars as pool cars / 
ranger vehicles 

• Electric bikes 
• Battery + solar 
• Electric equipment (charged 

from PV) 
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STRENGTHS CHALLENGES OPPORTUNITIES 

• Leadership to support 
innovation 

• Energy efficient construction 
of all new council buildings 

 

CLIMATE 

• Effort being made to reduce 
carbon footprint 

• More programs and education 
and promotions of our 
achievements. 

• More carbon neutral projects 

• More education and public 
programs 

• Climate adaptation risk plan 
• Disaster emergency 

management 

LEADERSHIP 

• The ToC has been very well 
led (and informed) by an 
active sustainability 
department (2) 

• Club Development strategy 
implemented since 2014 

• Need to improve 
procurement strategies to 
ensure compliance. 

• Need for better 
communication, listening to 
staff and being more decisive.  

• Succession planning for 
sporting clubs and community 
groups 

• Ensuring that there is an 
appropriate budget allocated 
to sustainability 

• Improve procurement 
strategies to ensure 
compliance 

• Sustainability 
Pricing/purchasing policy 

• More education programmes 
for staff 

• Succession planning so staff 
can have opportunities for 
advancement 

• Provision of ongoing 
opportunities for education 
and training for sporting clubs 
and community groups 

• More intergenerational 
activities between young 
people and seniors 

• Facilitate volunteering by 
retirees to harness their 
experience and knowledge for 
community benefit 

• Ensure there is an appropriate 
budget allocated to 
sustainability and introduce 
incentives to staff who 
actively participate in 
sustainability programs and 
measures 

• Measurable outcomes/targets 
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7.3.3 Key opportunities for how to strengthen a collaborative approach: 

• Adoption of policies to ensure sustainable outcomes across the Town. 
• More collaboration with community organisations, local businesses and staff. 
• Need a community engagement strategy that focuses on getting residents involved in 

sustainability initiatives. 
• More education, campaigning and incentives. 
• Stop road blocks being put in place for sustainable projects to enable time and resources to be 

instead focused on how the Town of Cambridge can convert over to a sustainable council. 
• Implement an interdepartmental task force.  
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